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Disclaimer 
Paladin Blockchain Security (“Paladin”) has conducted an independent audit to verify the integrity 
of and highlight any vulnerabilities or errors, intentional or unintentional, that may be present in 
the codes that were provided for the scope of this audit. This audit report does not constitute 
agreement, acceptance or advocation for the Project that was audited, and users relying on this 
audit report should not consider this as having any merit for financial advice in any shape, form or 
nature. The contracts audited do not account for any economic developments that may be pursued 
by the Project in question, and that the veracity of the findings thus presented in this report relate 
solely to the proficiency, competence, aptitude and discretion of our independent auditors, who 
make no guarantees nor assurance that the contracts are completely free of exploits, bugs, 
vulnerabilities or deprecation of technologies. Further, this audit report shall not be disclosed nor 
transmitted to any persons or parties on any objective, goal or justification without due written 
assent, acquiescence or approval by Paladin. 

All information provided in this report does not constitute financial or investment advice, nor 
should it be used to signal that any persons reading this report should invest their funds without 
sufficient individual due diligence regardless of the findings presented in this report. Information is 
provided ‘as is’, and Paladin is under no covenant to the completeness, accuracy or solidity of the 
contracts audited. In no event will Paladin or its partners, employees, agents or parties related to 
the provision of this audit report be liable to any parties for, or lack thereof, decisions and/or 
actions with regards to the information provided in this audit report.  

Cryptocurrencies and any technologies by extension directly or indirectly related to 
cryptocurrencies are highly volatile and speculative by nature. All reasonable due diligence and 
safeguards may yet be insufficient, and users should exercise considerable caution when 
participating in any shape or form in this nascent industry. 

The audit report has made all reasonable attempts to provide clear and articulate 
recommendations to the Project team with respect to the rectification, amendment and/or revision 
of any highlighted issues, vulnerabilities or exploits within the contracts provided. It is the sole 
responsibility of the Project team to sufficiently test and perform checks, ensuring that the 
contracts are functioning as intended, specifically that the functions therein contained within said 
contracts have the desired intended effects, functionalities and outcomes of the Project team. 

Paladin retains full rights over all intellectual property (including expertise and new attack or 
exploit vectors) discovered during the audit process. Paladin is therefore allowed and expected to 
re-use this knowledge in subsequent audits and to inform existing projects that may have similar 
vulnerabilities. Paladin may, at its discretion, claim bug bounties from third-parties while doing so. 
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1  Overview 
This report has been prepared for SteakHut Finance on the Avalanche network. 
Paladin provides a user-centred examination of the smart contracts to look for 
vulnerabilities, logic errors or other issues from both an internal and external 
perspective. 

1.1  Summary 

1.2  Contracts Assessed 

Project Name SteakHut Finance

URL https://www.steakhut.xyz/

Network Avalanche

Language Solidity

Name Contract
Live Code 
Match

SteakHutVoter 0x1aB6B2f60A7e8DA9d521cF8f90b2a5b5d314b3A6

SteakMasterChef 0xddBfBd5dc3BA0FeB96Cb513B689966b2176d4c09

JoeZapper 0x80Ed8a2E8AB5FDA8d132eE76843ee43a32f866C1

MATCH

MATCH

MATCH
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1.3  Findings Summary 

Classification of Issues 
 

Severity Found Resolved
Partially 
Resolved

Acknowledged 
(no change made)

4 4 - -

4 3 - 1

8 6 - 2

19 17 - 2

Total 35 30 - 5

 Low

 High

 Medium

 Informational

Severity Description

Exploits, vulnerabilities or errors that will certainly or probabilistically lead 
towards loss of funds, control, or impairment of the contract and its 
functions. Issues under this classification are recommended to be fixed with 
utmost urgency.

Bugs or issues that may be subject to exploit, though their impact is 
somewhat limited. Issues under this classification are recommended to be 
fixed as soon as possible.

Effects are minimal in isolation and do not pose a significant danger to the 
project or its users. Issues under this classification are recommended to be 
fixed nonetheless. 

Consistency, syntax or style best practices. Generally pose a negligible level 
of risk, if any.

 High

 Low

 Medium

 Informational
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1.3.1 SteakHutVoter 

ID Severity Summary Status

01 Governance privilege: Admins can withdraw all LP tokens and JOE 
tokens (those from rewards and those staked to VeJoe)

02 DoS: Users can lock rewards in the contract

03 The _claimBonusToken and execute functions cannot be called

04 Typographical errors

05 Unused import: Ownable.sol

06 Lack of event for execute

07 _claimJOE and _claimBonusToken can be made external

08 BJMC_ADDRESS, VeJoeStaking_ADDRESS and JOE can be made 
constant

09 Unused variable: VeJOE

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFO

INFO

MEDIUM

RESOLVED

LOW

RESOLVED

HIGH

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

INFO

INFO

INFO
RESOLVED

INFO

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

RESOLVED
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1.3.2 SteakMasterChef  

ID Severity Summary Status

10 The emergencyWithdraw function will lock users’ LP tokens

11 Governance privilege: Admins can withdraw all LP tokens

12 Pools added in the wrong order will mess up the contract

13 Users may receive fewer rewards due to pools not being updated at 
the right time

14 Lack of validation

15 Reentrancy is possible as functions do not adhere to checks- effects-
interactions

16 Deposits and withdrawals do not support tokens with a fee on 
transfer

17 No more than 51 pools can be added

18 The transferRewards function rounds the rewards down 
unnecessarily

19 pendingJoe returns the wrong value

20 The updatePool function could lock rewards unnecessarily 

21 Rounding vulnerability to tokens with a very large supply can cause 
large supply tokens to receive zero tokens emissions

22 msg.sender is unnecessarily cast to address(msg.sender)

23 Typographical errors

24 Unused variables: VeJoeStaking_ADDRESS and VeJOE

25 voter can be made immutable

26 Irrelevant import: SafeMath.sol

27 Several functions can be made external

28 Lack of events for several functions

29 tvlAllPools variable is irrelevant

30 Gas optimisation

LOW

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

INFO

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

INFO

HIGH

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFO

LOW

INFO

ACKNOWLEDGED

RESOLVED

ACKNOWLEDGED

MEDIUM

HIGH

RESOLVED

INFO

RESOLVEDINFO

INFO

INFO

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

LOW

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

INFO

RESOLVED

LOW

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

MEDIUM

LOW

MEDIUM

LOW

INFO

RESOLVED

ACKNOWLEDGED
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1.3.3 JoeZapper 

ID Severity Summary Status

31 Governance privilege: Admins can change the voter contract

32 deposit does not adhere to check-effects-interaction

33 Lack of events for enableZapper and setVoterProxy

34 enableZapper and isZapperEnabled can be made external

35 Typographical errors

LOW

RESOLVED

HIGH

INFO

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

INFO

INFO

RESOLVED

RESOLVED
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2  Findings 

2.1  SteakHutVoter 

SteakHutVoter is a contract that will collect JOE tokens sent to the JoeZapper 
contract and stake them in TraderJoe’s VeJoeStaking contract to accrue VeJoe and 
receive boosted rewards when depositing into TraderJoe’s BoostedMasterChefJoe 
contract. 

Users are not supposed to interact with this contract directly. Users should instead 
deposit their JOE tokens through JoeZapper and their JLP through the 
SteakMasterChef. 

Similar to ConvexFinance, this contract will boost your rewards from your liquidity 
while making it simpler and easier than doing it yourself. 

Since deployment, the owner of the contract has been transferred to a multisig 
setup (0xD316d2AA04d71Fd1E332437b0Cb5d261FD2F99AE) where 3 out of 4 
signatures are required to approve any transaction. The multisig comprises the 
following members:  

- 0xWagyu: Co-founder and Lead Dev of the SteakHut protocol.  

- 0xRibeye: Co-founder and Operations Lead of the SteakHut protocol. 

- P456 (@GH_P456): Longest standing Community Moderator for the Trader Joe 
discord. Well known within the Trader Joe community and recommended by the 
Trader Joe team. 

- XPKea (@XPKEA): Part of the Trader Joe Community Team and well known 
within the Trader Joe community. XPKea has also recently been promoted to a 
community moderator for SteakHut to represent the Trader Joe community and 
provide guidance around any technical questions. 
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2.1.1 Privileged Functions 

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract: 

• grantRole 

• revokeRole 

• renounceOwnership 

• transferOwnership 

The following functions can be called by the MASTERCHEF_ROLE: 

• _withdraw 

• _emergencyWithdraw 

• _claimJOE 

• _claimBonusToken 

• execute 

The following functions can be called by the ZAPPER_ROLE: 

• _stakeJOE 
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2.1.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #01 Governance privilege: Admins can withdraw all LP tokens and JOE 
tokens (those from rewards and those staked to VeJoe)

Severity

Description The execute function allows for a large degree of governance 
privilege as it can execute anything from that contract. It means 
admins could call withdraw on BMCJ and steal all staked LP 
tokens. It could also be used to transfer any tokens sent to that 
contract (from rewards or anyone), and the JOE tokens sent to 
VeJoeStaking. 

Additionally, the AccessControl library allows for more than one 
address to have the same role, and it is not easy for users to know 
which addresses have what privilege as you can only query one 
address at a time. A malicious owner could grant the 
MASTERCHEF_ROLE to an unknown address which will be able to call 
withdraw to steal staked funds.

Recommendation The execute function allows for too much freedom. Consider 
restricting what admins can do by implementing admin functions 
that only allow for specific actions. 

Consider being forthright with users when calling execute, and 
consider adding the necessary governance safeguards to prevent a 
malicious party from abusing this by either using a multisig or a 
timelock. Additionally, consider getting rid of AccessControl and 
just require that the msg.sender is the MasterChef address. The 
same goes for the Zapper address, even if the user impact is less. 

As the underlying contracts might be upgradeable, we understand 
the need for a fallback function to avoid stuck funds in case Trader 
Joe does an upgrade. An alternative solution might be to thoroughly 
lockdown when execute can be called. Our recommendation is 60 
days after deposits have been paused.

Resolution

HIGH SEVERITY

 
The admin of the contract is now a multisig 
(0xD316d2AA04d71Fd1E332437b0Cb5d261FD2F99AE). 
Furthermore, the execute function will be required when TraderJoe 
allows gauge voting.

RESOLVED
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Issue #02 DoS: Users can lock rewards in the contract

Severity

Description Presently, anyone can call _deposit, not just the SteakMasteChef. 
Users who call _deposit will lock the JOE token as rewards in this 
contract. As depositing to BMCJ also harvests, the voter will receive 
some JOE tokens, but they will not be accounted for as the users’ 
reward. 

This issue is rated medium because the team can still claim those 
tokens using execute, but if this function is called frequently, this 
will lead to 0 APR for users who deposited to the SteakMasterChef.

Recommendation Consider allowing only the SteakMasterChef to call that function by 
requiring the sender to have MASTERCHEF_ROLE.

Resolution

MEDIUM SEVERITY

 
The sender must now have the MASTERCHEF_ROLE.

RESOLVED
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Issue #03 The _claimBonusToken and execute functions cannot be called

Severity

Description The _claimBonusToken and execute functions require the caller to 
have the MASTERCHEF_ROLE, but the SteakMasterChef contract does 
not have such functions. Therefore, those functions cannot be 
called by the MasterChef. 

This issue is only rated as Low as the team could add another 
address to the MASTERCHEF_ROLE but this is not ideal and the code 
should not be implemented this way.

Recommendation Consider adding a function that calls _claimBonusToken and one 
that calls execute within the SteakMasterChef contract or allows 
admins to call those functions instead of the SteakMasterChef, as 
the bonus tokens are not sent to users and execute will only be 
callable by admins.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

 
The client has indicated that the _claimBonusToken will be 
implemented in the future when TraderJoe documents it, and the 
execute function will be required when TraderJoe allows gauge 
voting.

RESOLVED
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Issue #04 Typographical errors

Severity

Description The contract contains several typographical errors which we have 
consolidated below in a single issue to keep the report size 
reasonable. 

Throughout the contract, the BMCJ is sometimes wrongly spelt 
BJMC. Also, some natspec comments for parameters (@param) 
are missing. For consistency, one could fix them by adding a 
complete natspec of all functions. 

L21-23 

address public BJMC_ADDRESS = 

0x4483f0b6e2F5486D06958C20f8C39A7aBe87bf8F;

address public VeJoeStaking_ADDRESS = 

0x25D85E17dD9e544F6E9F8D44F99602dbF5a97341;

address public JOE = 

0x6e84a6216eA6dACC71eE8E6b0a5B7322EEbC0fDd; 

The BJMC_ADDRESS, VeJoeStaking_ADDRESS and JOE can be casted 
directly to the right types: IBoostedMasterChefJoe, IVeJoeStaking 
and IERC20 respectively. Additionally, those values can be used 
directly without being cached, and they can be constant to save 
some gas.

Recommendation Consider fixing the typographical errors.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

 
However, the different addresses of BMCJ, VeJoeStaking and JOE do 
not need to be cast to their specific types.

RESOLVED
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Issue #05 Unused import: Ownable.sol

Severity

Location L4 

import "@openzeppelin/contracts/access/Ownable.sol";

Description Even though SteakHutVoter inherits from Ownable, the onlyOwner 
modifier remains unused. Files imported in a contract but not used 
within said contract could confuse third-party auditors and users.

Recommendation Consider removing the import and the unused inheritance to keep 
the contract short and simple.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #06 Lack of event for execute

Severity

Description Functions that affect the status of sensitive variables should emit 
events as notifications. Considering the brutality of the execute 
function, it should emit an event.

Recommendation Add an event for the execute function.

Resolution  
The client has indicated the functions that call execute would emit 
their event when it will be added to the MasterChef.

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #07 _claimJOE and _claimBonusToken can be made external

Severity

Description Functions that are not used within the contract but only externally 
can be marked as such with the external keyword. Apart from being 
a best practice when the function is not used within the contract, 
this can lower gas usage in certain cases.

Recommendation Consider marking the functions as external.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED

Issue #08 BJMC_ADDRESS, VeJoeStaking_ADDRESS and JOE can be made 
constant

Severity

Description Variables that are never modified can be indicated as such with the 
constant keyword. This is considered best practice since it makes 
the code more accessible for third-party reviewers and saves gas.

Recommendation Consider making the variables explicitly constant.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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Issue #09 Unused variable: VeJOE

Severity

Description Variable defined in a contract but not used within said contract 
could confuse third-party auditors. It also increases the contract 
length unnecessarily.

Recommendation Consider removing the variable to keep the contract short and 
simple.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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2.2  SteakMasterChef 

SteakMasterChef is a staking contract that allows users to deposit their LP tokens 
and earn JOE tokens harvested from TraderJoe’s BoostedMasterChefJoe contract.  

Depositing to this contract allows users to receive boosted yield due to SteakHut’s 
accrued veJoe balance. The team will receive a share of the rewards transferred to 
users — the default value is 3%, but it can be changed from 0% up to 20%. 

Since deployment, the owner of the contract has been transferred to a multisig 
setup (0xD316d2AA04d71Fd1E332437b0Cb5d261FD2F99AE) where 3 out of 4 
signatures are required to approve any transaction. The members of the multisig are 
detailed above in the SteakHutVoter section. 

2.2.1 Privileged Functions 

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract: 

• add 

• enablePool 

• setSteakMasterChefEnabled 

• setTreasuryAddress 

• setRewardFee 

• transferOwnership 

• renounceOwnership 
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2.2.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #10 The emergencyWithdraw function will lock users’ LP tokens

Severity

Description The emergencyWithdraw function is flawed and will not transfer the 
LP tokens to admins. Instead, this function will permanently lock 
them in the SteakMasterChef. This is due to an incorrect 
implementation of the balance that needs to be sent. 

L392 

uint256 balance = 

IERC20(pool.lpToken).balanceOf(address(voter));

L394 

pool.lpToken.transfer(address(msg.sender), balance); 

It should be querying the balance of this contract like so: 

L392 

uint256 balance = 

IERC20(pool.lpToken).balanceOf(address(this));

L394 

pool.lpToken.transfer(msg.sender, balance);

Recommendation Consider querying the balance of this contract.

Resolution RESOLVED

HIGH SEVERITY
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Issue #11 Governance privilege: Admins can withdraw all LP tokens

Severity

Description Admins can call emergencyWithdraw to withdraw tokens that are 
stuck in the contract and that users could not withdraw themselves. 
However, a malicious owner could use it to steal all staked LP 
tokens.

Recommendation Consider being forthright with users when calling 
emergencyWithdraw, and consider adding the necessary 
governance safeguards to prevent a malicious party from abusing 
this by introducing either a multisig or a timelock.

Resolution  
Ownership of the Masterchef has been transferred to a multisig 
(0xD316d2AA04d71Fd1E332437b0Cb5d261FD2F99AE).

RESOLVED

HIGH SEVERITY
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Issue #12 Pools added in the wrong order will mess up the contract

Severity

Description The contract assumes the BMCJ pids are the same as the internal 
pools. This is only true if the SteakHut team adds pools in the same 
order as TraderJoe. If one pool has different pids, users will not be 
able to deposit tokens, and this pool will never be usable by 
SteakHut as you cannot add a pool with the same LP token twice. 

Additionally, the lpToken can be different from TraderJoe’s. This 
would also make users unable to deposit to that pool.

Recommendation Consider adding the pid as a parameter and query the lpToken of 
TraderJoe’s pool to ensure they are the same. 

Here is an example implementation:

MEDIUM SEVERITY
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function add(

        uint256 _pid

) external onlyOwner {

        IERC20 _lpToken = 

IBoostedMasterChefJoe(BJMC_ADDRESS).poolInfo(_pid).lpToken;

    require(!checkPoolDuplicate[_lpToken], "SteakMasterChef: LP already 

added");require(!checkPIDDuplicate[_pid], "SteakMasterChef: PID already 

added");

    checkPoolDuplicate[_lpToken] = true;

    checkPIDDuplicate[_pid] = true;

    // Sanity check to ensure _lpToken is an ERC20 token

    _lpToken.balanceOf(address(this));

    //push the new pool

    poolInfo.push(

            PoolInfo({

                    bmcj_pid: _pid,

                    lpToken: _lpToken,

                    lastRewardTimestamp: uint256(block.timestamp),

                    totalLpSupply: 0,

                    poolEnabled: true,

                    accJoePerShare: 0

            })

    );

    

    emit Add(poolInfo.length - 1, _lpToken);

}

Remember to update the PoolInfo structure of SteakMasterChef 
and the IBoostedMasterChefJoe interface. Additionally, remember 
to use the bmcj_pid where needed, as it may not be the same as the 
local one.

Resolution  
The team has indicated that they will add pools very cautiously, and 
if a pool was added wrongly, they would switch it off and know that 
they would not be able to add that pool. The SteakHut team 
acknowledges and accepts this risk.

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #13 Users may receive fewer rewards due to pools not being updated at 
the right time

Severity

Description Within deposit and withdraw, the pool should be updated before 
calculating the rewards. Not doing that will use the stored 
accJoePerShare to then update the user’s rewardDebt with the 
updated one, leading to a loss of rewards for them. These rewards 
will not be claimable for other users either.

Recommendation Consider calling updatePool before distributing the rewards. 
Additionally, if this issue is fixed, consider splitting the updateUser 
and updatePool as the pool does not need to be updated again.

Resolution RESOLVED

MEDIUM SEVERITY

Issue #14 Lack of validation

Severity

Description The setTreasuryAddress function lacks validation for 
_walletAddress to not be address(0) as JOE token would then 
revert if such an address were to be used. This would lock the user 
tokens as withdraw also claims JOE rewards.

Recommendation Consider adding a zero check on the function.

Resolution

MEDIUM SEVERITY

RESOLVED
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Issue #15 Reentrancy is possible as functions do not adhere to checks-
effects-interactions

Severity

Description deposit and withdraw do not adhere to the checks-effects-
interactions pattern. This could be used to exploit the contract with 
reentrancy if a token that allows for reentrancy was added to the 
SteakMasterChef.  

This issue is only rated as low because of the unlikelihood of such a 
token being added by TraderJoe.

Recommendation Consider adding the nonReentrant modifier to the functions above.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

 
The team has indicated they will not add tokens that allow 
reentrancy even if TraderJoe ever added one, which is already very 
unlikely.

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #16 Deposits and withdrawals do not support tokens with a fee on 
transfer

Severity

Description Within the deposit function, there is support for tokens with a fee 
on transfer but not within the voter contract. This induces a false 
sense of security as the contract does not support tokens with a fee 
on transfer.  

Within the withdraw function, there is no support at all. If a fee-on-
transfer token were to be added, this would lead to an exploit where 
a malicious user can drain the whole pool, which results in absurd 
rewards being transferred as well.

Recommendation Consider removing the fee-on-transfer token logic as it is unlikely 
TraderJoe will add such tokens and the current logic is insufficient, 
reducing gas usage. The SteakHut team needs to be very careful 
when adding a new pool and ensure that this token does not have a 
fee on transfer. 

One could also add support for fee-on-transfer tokens in the voter 
contract as well and update the user’s reward with the right amount, 
but this complicates the code and would also increase gas usage.

Resolution  
The team has indicated they will not be adding any tokens with a fee 
on transfer.

ACKNOWLEDGED

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #17 No more than 51 pools can be added

Severity

Location L93 

require(poolInfo.length <= 50, "SteakMasterChef: Too many 

pools”);

Description TraderJoe might eventually remove this limit, and this would lead to 
the SteakHut team not being able to add any more pools.

Recommendation Consider removing this requirement unless there is a real reason to 
keep it.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

RESOLVED

Issue #18 The transferRewards function rounds the rewards down 
unnecessarily

Severity

Location L266–268 

uint256 transactionFee = _amount.mul(poolFee).div(100); 

uint256 userPercent = 100 - poolFee; 

uint256 userReward = _amount.mul(userPercent).div(100);

Description The rounding is unnecessary and will reduce the rewards 
transferred.

Recommendation Consider implementing the following code: 

uint256 transactionFee = _amount.mul(poolFee).div(100)

uint256 userReward = _amount.sub(transactionFee)

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

RESOLVED
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Issue #19 pendingJoe returns the wrong value

Severity

Description The pendingJoe function returns the pendingJoe but does not take 
into account the fee. Therefore, the rewards shown will be bigger 
than the rewards received.

Recommendation Consider implementing the following code: 

if (block.timestamp > pool.lastRewardTimestamp && lpSupply !

= 0) {

    uint256 _pendingJoe = pendingHerdRewards(_pid);

    accJoePerShare = 

pool.accJoePerShare.add(_pendingJoe.mul(1e12).div(lpSupply))

;

}

uint256 userReward = 

user.amount.mul(accJoePerShare).div(1e12).sub(user.rewardDeb

t);

return userReward.mul(100.sub(poolFee)).div(100);

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

RESOLVED
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Issue #20 The updatePool function could lock rewards unnecessarily

Severity

Location L314–316 

if (block.timestamp <= pool.lastRewardTimestamp) {

    return;

}

Description This early return is not necessary and could lock rewards for no 
reason.

Recommendation Consider removing the unnecessary early return and replace the 
next if statement by the following code: 

L321 

if (pool.totalLpSupply == 0 || _harvestAmount == 0) {

    pool.lastRewardTimestamp = block.timestamp;

    return;

}

Resolution RESOLVED

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #21 Rounding vulnerability to tokens with a very large supply can cause 
large supply tokens to receive zero tokens emissions

Severity

Description Within updatePool, deposit, withdraw and the pendingRewards 
function, accJoePerShare is based upon the lpSupply variable. 

pool.accJoePerShare = 

pool.accJoePerShare.add(_harvestAmount.mul(1e12).div(pool.to

talLpSupply); 

However, if this totalLpSupply becomes a severely large value, 
there would be precision errors due to rounding.

Recommendation Consider increasing precision to 1e18 across the entire contract. It 
should be noted that even a precision of 1e18 has been considered 
small for some tokens, but this is very unlikely that those ones will 
be added by TraderJoe.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED

Issue #22 msg.sender is unnecessarily cast to address(msg.sender)

Severity

Location L396 

pool.lpToken.transfer(address(msg.sender), balance);

Description msg.sender is cast to address(msg.sender) when used with 
pool.lpToken.transfer(). This is unnecessary.

Recommendation Consider replacing address(msg.sender) with msg.sender.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #23 Typographical errors

Severity

Description The contract contains a number of typographical errors which we 
have consolidated below in a single issue in an effort to keep the 
report size reasonable. 

Throughout the contract, the BMCJ is sometimes wrongly spelt 
BJMC. Also, some natspec comments for parameters and returned 
values (@param and @return) are missing. For the sake of 
consistency, this could be fixed by adding a complete natspec of all 
functions. 

L17 

address public constant BJMC_ADDRESS = 

0x4483f0b6e2F5486D06958C20f8C39A7aBe87bf8F; 

L19 

address public constant JOE = 

0x6e84a6216eA6dACC71eE8E6b0a5B7322EEbC0fDd;

BJMC_ADDRESS and JOE can be casted directly to the right types: 
IBoostedMasterChefJoe and IVeJoeStaking respectively. Those 
values can be used directly without being cached, and they would 
be constant to save some gas. 

L29 

///@notice address where fee's are collected to.

This comment should mention fees instead of fee’s. 

L79

constructor(

    bool _isMasterChefEnabled,

    address _voterAddress

)

The _voterAddress parameter can be cast directly to 
SteakHutVoter.

INFORMATIONAL
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L113 

emit Add(poolInfo.length, lpToken);

The pid emitted is wrongly as it will be the next one. Consider 
emitting the pid poolInfo.length - 1.  

L125 

function poolValue(uint256 _pid) public view returns 

(uint256 lpValue)

This function returns the pool amounts and not its value. Consider 
renaming this function poolAmount or poolLpSupply. 

L133 

function enablePool(uint256 _pid, bool _isPoolEnabled) 

public onlyOwner

enablePool can also disable pools. Consider renaming the function 
to setPoolPaused or setPoolStatus.

Recommendation Consider fixing the typographical errors.

Resolution  
Some typographical errors were however not fixed: 

- The comments L45 and L233 still mention BMCJ. 
- The different addresses of BMCJ and JOE do not need to be cast to 

their specific types. 

We have left this issue as resolved since they do not affect the 
functionality of the contract in any way.

RESOLVED
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Issue #24 Unused variables: VeJoeStaking_ADDRESS and VeJOE

Severity

Location L18 

address public constant VeJoeStaking_ADDRESS = 

0x25D85E17dD9e544F6E9F8D44F99602dbF5a97341; 

L20

address public constant VeJOE = 

0x3cabf341943Bc8466245e4d6F1ae0f8D071a1456;

Description Variables defined in a contract but not used within said contract 
could confuse third-party auditors. They also increase the contract 
length unnecessarily.

Recommendation Consider removing the variables to keep the contract short and 
simple.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #25 voter can be made immutable

Severity

Description Variables that are only set in the constructor but never modified can 
be indicated as such with the immutable keyword. This is 
considered best practice since it makes the code more accessible 
for third-party reviewers and saves gas.

Recommendation Consider making the variable explicitly immutable.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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Issue #26 Irrelevant import: SafeMath.sol

Severity

Location L6 

import "@openzeppelin/contracts/utils/math/SafeMath.sol";

Description As the contract is made for Solidity 0.8 and above, SafeMath is no 
more required. Consider removing Lines 12 and 13 as well. This 
import is not necessary and increases the contract length 
unnecessarily.

Recommendation Consider removing the import to keep the contract short and 
simple.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED

Issue #27 Several functions can be made external

Severity

Description Functions that are not used within the contract but only externally 
can be marked as such with the external keyword: 
- poolLength 
- poolValue 
- enablePool 
- fetchUserLPBal 
- setSteakMasterChefEnabled 
- setTreasuryAddress 
- emergencyWithdraw 

Apart from being a best practice when the function is not used 
within the contract, this can lower gas usage in certain cases.

Recommendation Consider marking the functions as external.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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Issue #28 Lack of events for several functions

Severity

Description Functions that affect the status of sensitive variables should emit 
events as notifications:  
- enablePool 
- setSteakMasterChefEnabled 
- setTreasuryAddress  
- setRewardFee

Recommendation Add events for the functions above.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #29 tvlAllPools variable is irrelevant

Severity

Description Tokens have different denominations. Adding the amount of any 
tokens deposited to a sum variable  is not a piece of information 
that can be used, as tokens have different decimals and are not 
worth the same value.

Recommendation Consider removing the tvlAllPools variable.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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Issue #30 Gas optimisation

Severity

Description L188 

_lpToken.approve(address(voter), _amount); 

L193

_lpToken.approve(address(voter), 0); 

The approval of the lpToken is useless here. This increases the gas 
cost unnecessarily. Consider removing it. 

require(_amount >= 0, "SteakMasterChef: Withdraw cannot be < 

0"); 

The uint256 value cannot be lower than 0, therefore this check is 
useless and will just increase gas cost. Consider removing this 
check.

Recommendation Consider fixing these gas issues.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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2.3  JoeZapper 

JoeZapper is a contract where users send their JOE tokens and receive zJoe at a 
1:1 ratio. The JOE tokens are then sent to the voter contract, which will stake them 
into the veJoeStaking contract to accrue veJoe. Users should note that this 
operation is irreversible, and they will not be able to swap their zJoe to JOE again.  

The team has said they plan to distribute STEAK to users that hold zJoe. This is not 
yet implemented but will be added in the future. 

Since deployment, the owner of the contract has been transferred to a multisig 
setup (0xD316d2AA04d71Fd1E332437b0Cb5d261FD2F99AE) where 3 out of 4 
signatures are required to approve any transaction. The members of the multisig are 
detailed above in the SteakHutVoter section. 

2.3.1 Privileged Roles 

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract: 

• enableZapper 

• setVoterProxy 

• transferOwnership 

• renounceOwnership 
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2.3.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #31 Governance privilege: Admins can change the voter contract

Severity

Description The admin can change the voter contract. A malicious admin could 
set it to a contract made to steal the JoeToken sent by users.

Recommendation Consider being forthright with users when calling setVoterProxy, 
and consider adding the necessary governance safeguards to 
prevent a malicious party from abusing this. It could either be a 
multisig or a timelock.

Resolution

HIGH SEVERITY

 
Ownership of the Masterchef has been transferred to a multisig 
(0xD316d2AA04d71Fd1E332437b0Cb5d261FD2F99AE).

RESOLVED

Issue #32 deposit does not adhere to check-effects-interaction

Severity

Location L44-45 

voter._stakeJOE(_amount); 

_mint(msg.sender, _amount);

Description These two lines should be inverted to adhere to checks-effects-
interactions and to call the least trusted call last.

Recommendation Consider switching the two lines mentioned above (L44, L45).

Resolution RESOLVED

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #33 Lack of events for enableZapper and setVoterProxy

Severity

Description Functions that affect the status of sensitive variables should emit 
events as notifications.

Recommendation Add events for the functions mentioned above.

Resolution RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #34 enableZapper and isZapperEnabled can be made external

Severity

Description Functions that are not used within the contract but only externally 
can be marked as such with the external keyword. Apart from being 
a best practice when the function is not used within the contract, 
this can lower gas usage in certain cases.

Recommendation Consider marking the functions above as external.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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Issue #35 Typographical errors

Severity

Description The contract contains several typographical errors which we have 
consolidated below in a single issue to keep the report size 
reasonable. 

L22 

address public constant JOE = 

address(0x6e84a6216eA6dACC71eE8E6b0a5B7322EEbC0fDd); 

The cast to address is unnecessary and can be casted directly to 
IERC20. 

L28 

address _voterAddress 

_voterAddress could be cast to SteakHutVoter directly. 

L37 

// * @notice Deposits JOE to masterchef 

This comment should mention “Deposits JOE to the voter contract 
that will stake them on veJoeStaking” as the deposits are not made 
to the Masterchef. 

L41 

require(zapperEnabled == true, "JoeZapper:deposits 

disabled"); 

The notation == true is unnecessary and increases gas cost. 
Consider removing it. 

L63 

return(zapperEnabled); 

Consider removing the unnecessary brackets.

INFORMATIONAL
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L70 

function setVoterProxy(address _voterAddress) external 

onlyOwner 

Consider casting _voterAddress to SteakHutVoter directly.

Recommendation Consider fixing the typographical errors.

Resolution RESOLVED
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